Paragraph
Fifth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.
Word list: resign, motorized, professional, preserve, profit, laborer,
glacier, recover, require, basic
Ryan was a __________ who worked on a farm. His job did not __________
his full attention, so his mind began to wander as he worked. Ryan dreamed
of becoming a __________ racer. He would love to race __________ bikes!
He had the __________ skills of riding a motorcycle, but he would have to
practice riding a lot. It would take up a lot of time, so he would have to
__________ from working on the farm. He could imagine making a large
__________ as a racer, so that he could buy even nicer motorcycles. As
Ryan was daydreaming, he realized he was moving as slow as a
__________. He would have to work extra quickly now to __________ the
time he had lost. He had to get the crops to the barn quickly to __________
them so that they would last longer.
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Paragraph
Fifth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.
Word list: resign, motorized, professional, preserve, profit, laborer,
glacier, recover, require, basic
Ryan was a laborer who worked on a farm. His job did not require his full
attention, so his mind began to wander as he worked. Ryan dreamed of
becoming a professional racer. He would love to race motorized bikes! He
had the basic skills of riding a motorcycle, but he would have to practice
riding a lot. It would take up a lot of time, so he would have to resign from
working on the farm. He could imagine making a large profit as a racer, so
that he could buy even nicer motorcycles. As Ryan was daydreaming, he
realized he was moving as slow as a glacier. He would have to work extra
quickly now to recover the time he had lost. He had to get the crops to the
barn quickly to preserve them so that they would last longer.
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